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INTRODUCTION 

The problem of how to describe t.he structure of B student's current concep
tions in I!l given area is 8 fundamental one for researchers who Beek to develop 8 
theoretical foundation for cognitively oriented instruction . Recent develop
ments in the physics leaching community, for elample, have emphasized cogni
lively oriented approaches to teaching and the need for understanding the 
cognitive processes tbat underlie one's ability to "do" physics. Ideally, we would 
Ilke to have 8 picture of the kinds of knowledge structures and reasoning 
processes that are present in beginning students and that ate present in experts. 
Detailed descriptions of experts' knowledge structures, including those tacit 
knowledge structures not represented explicitly in the curriculu.m, would pre· 
sumably belp to define more clearly what is to be learned by the student. 
Detailed descriptions of beginning students' preconceptions and misconceptions 
would have value not only 8S a sophisticated evaluation tool, but would also 
make it more possible to take ccmroon preconceptions and misconceptions into 
8.ccounl during instruction. 

This paper attempts to show that it is possible to st.udy systematically certain 
types of beginning students' conceptions in physics; specifically, causal concep· 
tions in mechanics. The paper examines the conceptions 8 freshman student 
uses to understand a simple physicol system involving the horiz.ontal motion of 
8 cart launched scross 8 table, The task given to the student does Dot ask him to 
find 8. long series of adions which will solve a problem. Rather he is Bsked for a 
prediction and explanation of the effects on the system resulting from a single 
action. Protocols of 8uch explanations are particularly interesting because they 
tend not to be limited to formal, deductive arguments, but to include informal 
arguments that reflect the structuring of the subject's physical intuitions. 

The methodology used in this study involves two phases: obtaining problem· 
solving protocols via taped interviews, and analyzing these protocols to produce 
a model of the conceptions that Wlderlie the student's responses in the in. 
krv.iew. Several considerations are important t.o the success of this U!chnique. 
An Import.ant consideration daring the interview process is the attempt to en. 
cour~ge the student to express himself verbally as be thinks through a problem. 
The lnterviewer must also search for questions which match the level of the 
lItudent'8 conceptions. An important consideration during the analysis phase is 
the attempt to model the student's conceptions at 8 level that is neither simpler 
n.or [[lore complex than the level reflected in the student's comments. In addi~ 
1Ion, the analyst must be ready to encounter conceptions that are qualitatively 
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different from the standard conceptions used by physicists. Even when the 
student uses a standard term like "friction," only repeated probes by the inter
viewer can indicate whether the student's meaning for the term is equivalent to 
the physicist's. 

For B discussion of the methodology of protocol analysis, see Witz and Easley 
(to appear), Easley (this volume). and Newell and Simon (1972). 

~: l~ 

F~ 1. l..annt".hlng B Carl 

TRANSCRlYl' ANALYSIS 
The ulirop1e discussed in tbis paper concerns n first·semester freshman 

engineering student named Mll1'k who has had 8 course in high school physics 
but who has not yet had a course in college physics. The verbatim transcript sec
tions sho~'U below are from 8 videotape of Mark working on the fotlo-wing pro· 
blem: he launches the cart from an elastic band attached to t.he table as shown 
in Figure land watches it roll to 8. stop. \'\Then nsked, he says that the cart won't 
go 86 fe:r if the band isn't stretched e.s far, and that the car attains its maximum 
speed near the point wheN! the band goes slack. Both of these predictions ore in 
agreement with physical theory. The interviewer then asks Mark to predict the 
effect. on the motion of putting a metal weight in the cart. (Adding the weight to 
the cart will in fnet reduce the distance traveled; this c.sn be shown tbeoretical1y 
by energy considerations.) 

TRANSCRlYf' 

I .... Interviewer (Clement) S'" Student 

Section.! 

(S rolls cart beck and forth several inches with right band) 

"\\'hat would happen if we put the weight in, (puts 500 g 
weight in cart) do you think-and used the same stretch for 
the rubber band? Do you think it would affect the maximum 
speed'?" 

I: 

2(12 seconds pause) "Urn, yes 1 do (lifts cart up with weight in s: 
it)~'Cnuse it seems like an 89.iul, like 8 pretty heavy 
weight.." (Begins to set up cart for anotber launch.) 

3
I: 	 "How would it affect it, before you try it out? .. ," 

s: "It would affect it.. it would slow it down, I would think." 4 

----- ........---"""'"-~,--, 
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I: "But why. why would that happen?" 5 

s: "Well, you got a. large, a larger moss that you have to pull.
(Rolls cart back snd fortb several inches with band 
stretched). It's just not gonua have 85 much zing to it, you 
know, that, you don't get-the strength of the elastic is 
gonna not really be strong enough to pull it 88 fast as it did 
before ... 

6 

We can represent the major conception behind Mark's st.atements here using 
the diagram shown in Figure 2. This conception could be expressed verbally in 
the statement: "If one increases the mass of the cart, one expects the maximum 
speed or the cart to decrease." (We assume tbat the same concept.ion embodies 
the expectation that decreasing the masa would mean an increase in speed.) 
Thus the subject's conception is thought of as en expectation of the results of a 
contempiated netion. The numbers on the arrow in the diagram indicate specific 
lines in the transcript from which the presence of the conception is inferred. We 
call this 8 semi·quantitative conception because it anticipates the direction. of 
change in s. dependent variable (cart speed) that v.-ill be caused by Il change in 
an uJdependent variable (mass of the cart). 

I'Mass!l I~4; 6'IMoximum 
----...... speed 

Figure 2.. Map of Conoeptlonl for Section I of the Protocol 

This type of conception is more elaborate than the strictly qualitative concep· 
tion that the weight wi!! affect the speed in some unspecified way, but it does 
not go so far os to provide a quantitative mapping from particular values of the 
independent variable to the dependent variable. ThuB the diagram is an at· 
tempt to represent the conception as it exists in Mark at this time-witbout 
making it more simple or more complex than it really is. The system of notation 
is adapted from a notation used by Driver (1971). She found t.hat the eighth 
graders interviewed in her study used semiquantitative conceptions spon
taneously to explain various physical phenomena. This type of conception is 
also related to the "qualita.tive operations" discussed by Inhelder Wld Pingel 
(1958) that precede the use of proportional laws by children 8S 8 means of under
standing :simple physical systems. We bave found that engineering !Students 
enter conege with many physical conceptions at this same semiqusntitative 
level. 

Next, the interviewer asks whether putting the weight in the cart will also af· 
fect the total distance traveled by the cart. 

Section 2 

1 : 	 "OK. Before you try it out, how do you think it would affect 7 
the, uh, dist.ance that it goes?" 

s: (Lets go or cart so that band pulls it forward but stops it with 8 
left hand after it travels only eight crn.) "It wouldn't go as 
far, I don't think." 

L Ouhe~ (,--) indical..e p.!l~S. 

~~'L 
~l_~ 
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91: 	 "Why would you predict that-" 

"(a) Wait 8 minute, wait a minute. (17 seconds pause) (b) 10s: 
Hm-It'd probably go almost as far. (c) (Rolls cart back and 
forth, letting it coast 8 little in each direction) Just the 
weight bearing down on the surface [of the table] is probably 
wby 1 think it wouldn't go a. far. Cd) But it, it'd probably 
make it almost quite as far, J would think." 

1: 	 "OK. What are the factors that make it go farther, or-as far 11 


whh the weigbt in it?" 


s: 	 "(a) One is you have the added, the added mass, (moves cart 12 

back and fortb, letting it coast) so it's mOre weight on the ta

ble. (b) But then again you have the added mass-um, that's 

already moving. Once you started moving it, it's gonna help 

it move it, evco, (holds bands 10~ apart and moves them si 

multaneously several incbes back and forth above the cart) 

it's gonna belp it keep going a little bit (moves cart back and 

fortb sligbtly)." 


13I: 	 "With more mass?" 

s: 	 "(0) Yeah. But I don't think that'll overcome all the friction 14 

(brings side of right band down on back edge of cart wheels 

several times UDtii it moves) that it'll give it. (Starts cart 

rolling witb band, moving other band slightly abud of cart 

until it stops roUing on its own) (b) S~, once it starts rolling. 

it rolls pretty ,ood." 


(120) (8,IOc) Totol 

"Moss·I~.. I"Weight' 
 distance 

beorinc;J 
(12b) 	 down on 


table" (IOd,12b) 


(Compensalion # I )I "Helps (140) 
keep it 
QoinQ" 

Fizure 3. M.ap ofConoeptiool for SectiOD 2 or the Protocol 

The diagram in Figure 3 gives a model of the conceptions that are active in 
Mark 83 he generates his comments in lines 7·14. Basically, his conceptions t.a.ke 
,the form of a network 0/ causal expectations. The diagram indicates that Mrok 
eonsideMJ two competing factors that will affect the distance traveled by the 
cart . First, the increased mass will increase lhe "weighl bearing do....-n on the 
surface lof the table] ." This will in tum decrease the totel distance lraveled . 
This type o( relationship is indicated ill the diagram by the Dotation 

,: 
~: 

Al .... 'BI'" IC, translated: "lncreasing A causes on increase in B, " and "increas
ing B causes a decrea!le in C." Secondly, however, increasing the mess in the 
cart according to Mark also "helps it keep going more," which has an opposite 
effect and causes an increCW? in the total distance. Thus Mark expresses his 
understanding of a relationship of compensation betwee'n two competing inter
mediate variables affecting the total distance in opposite ways. These con
ceptual structures appear to be intuitive in the sense of not being based simply 
on verbal facts learned in schooL Since both of these variables are increased in 
the experiment, Mark has some difficulty in predicting tho resdt, os evidenced 
by the way he changes his answer in line 10, 

At this point Mark diverts his attention momentarily to observe that the cart 
seems to Toll som~whet more easily when he pushes it to the Tight than v.'hen he 
pushes it to the left. and he conjectures that the table may not be perfectly 
level. He then returns to the problem at hand, and in response to a question 
from the interviewer integrates his conceptions from the ftrst and second sec
tions to produce another compensation relation. 

Section 3 

S: 	 "Ca) Um, 1 would say the added, the added weigbt probably 15 
doesn't do all that much except to give it a little, not-you 
know, 8 little bit of added (riction, (b) and I'm sure it won't 
go a8 fast off tbe start, just 'cause the strength o( the elastic 
band isn't- (stretches band between fingers)" 

I: 	 "Would that affect it?" 16 

S: 	 "What?" 17 

I: 	 "How (ar it goes?" 18 

s: 	 "The strength of the band?" 19 

I: 	 "No, it won't go as fast at tbe start, you said_" 20 

s: 	 "(8) Yeah. Uh, oh-(scratches head) How far it goes?-Yeah, 21 
it'll aHect bow far it goes, (b) but this added mass is gonna 
tend to, (rolls cart bllck and forth several inches) I th ink, 
keep it rolling maybe 8 Little better even i.f it doesn't have 
that maximum apeed_" 

I: 	 "Uh huh,-Why does it keep it rolling, just to have mOTe 22 
mass? Does tru.tjust seem that way, or is it like-?" 

s: (Continues rolling cart back and forth, letting it coast.) "I 23 
don't know, you know, like, when 8 car goes doVJll a hill?" 

I: "Yeah ." 24 

s: "Or when you go down sledding? ir you have two people on 8 25 
sled, it goes better than i.f you have one person? " 
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I: "Hm." 26 

s: "Just, uh-(moves cart back and forth) it seems the added 
mass would just give it more of a, (moves lefl hBlld with back 
of ha.nd leading in quick molioo over the cart's originnl path) 
more momentum maybe, ODce it gels slart..ed." 

27 

Figure -4 shows bow the two preceding diagrams can be combined to account 
for many of Mark's comments in this section. He elpresses a second relationship 
of compensation in line 21 between iDcreascd "momentum" and decreased 
maximum ~d. These two factors bave opposite effects on the total distance 
traveled. Thu, he is able to coordiTUlte his conception involving maximum speed 
from the ftJ'St section with the conceptions he expresses in the second section. 

JM~;!~~m (Compensation # 2) 
(21 b)

(2;4:~ (21 a; 21 b) 

~--:-::--;-.1-,~;:t---~1Toto I"Moss" 1\(120; 150) "Weight dislonc. 
bearin9 (8i IOe) 
down on 
toble" 

("F(ict ion") (lOd; 12b;2Ib)112bi27l 

I"Herps 
keep II 
001n9" 

("Momentum") 

FI.ture 4. Map atCaDoeptiool tor CoOlple~ Protocol 

This coordination, however, appears to be at least partially provoked by the in
terviewer when be asks Mark specifically about whether malimum speed will 
affect total distance. Had Mark made tbis connection in a spontaneouB manner, 
he would bave been linking two separate conceptual structures spontaneously 
via a variable common to both structures. We suspect that this kind of coordina
tion process ia an important one and we aTe attempting to study it in other pro
tocols. The process Olay underlie the nbility to plan the linkages between t.heory 
domains that are necessary in solving multi-step problems in mechanics. In the 
previous section (lines 10·12) where Mark 6uddenly recognizes the ftrst com
pens.stion relationship, he indicates that be can make such coordinations spon· 

' taneously under certain circumstances. 
Mark was One of a group of 15 fresbmen who were given the cart problem, but 

only bis protocol will be discussed here. All of these students were able to give 
semiquantative predictions and Mark's response Wag fairly typical although the 

.: .J.. .'~~\ 
··.i~ ., 
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number of variables he relates semiquantitatively (nve) is somewhat above the 
average for thE! group. Many, but not ali, of the other students detected com
pensation relationships and generated analogous cases in a similar way. 

It is difficult to score Mark's performance on the question as correct or incor. 
rect, because he never does make 8 strong prediction about the effect added 
mass 'Will have on the distance the cart travels. For the purpose of studying his 
conceptions, however, labeling his answer as "correct" or "incorrect" is actually 
an irrelevant concern. Indeed, the interesting part of his response is not whether 
it is correct, but the picture his explanations give us of his higbly structured con. 
ceptual model of the situation. 

However, some issues cannot be resolved on the basis of this short interview. 
First, one can ask: "AIe Mark's conceptions 9. result of his high school physics 
heming, or nre they primarily self·constructed?" We suspect that tbe answer 
bere is, "primarily self-constructed," but we reelly cannot be sure of this on the 
basis of the written transcript. A second question is: "Since Mark physically 
manipulates the carl to some ellent, are some of bis conceptions actually 
constructed by him on an empirical basis during the interview, rather than be
ing preconceptions?" It seems unlikely that. Mark's conceptions are constructed 
"from scratch" during the interview, but we cannot be certain about this issue 
either, on the basis of the transcript. Given that we cannot firmly resolve these 
issues concerning the origins of Mark'a conceptions, the transcript is neverthe. 
less 8 rich 60urce of information concerning the nature of rus current concep.
tions. 

A primary &curce of confidence in our model of Mark's conceptions ((IS 
represented in Figure 4) are the multiple entries of transcript line numbers at. 
tached to each semiquantitative relationship. There ate at least two points in 
the transcript supporting each relationship shown in the diagram. This means 
that the diagram is based on repeated patterns in the content of Mark's com
ments. This gives us a measure of confidence in the 'Validity of our micro-theory 
of ~'hllt his conceptual structures are like, because we bave exhibited a network 
of ties between specific aspects of the tbeory and specific observations from 
transcript data. 

STRENGTHS AND LIMITATIONS OF MARK'S CONCEYrIONS 

It is instructive to consider SOme of the strengths and limitations of Mark's 
conceptions. He seems to shift back and forth on the question of the effect of ad
ding mass, first leaning to~'ard predicting 8 decrease in the total distance 
traveled and then toward 8n increase. This is understandable, since 8 can. 
ceptual system at the semiquantitative level is powerful enough to 1. model 
several of the causal relationships that are operating in the eJ:penment, and 2. 
predict the effect of n change in either maximum speed or friction on distance 
traveled; but his conceptual system is not quite powerful enough in this case to 
predict a definite answer for the question of how adding mas! will affect the 
~iS~8nce traveled. Thus his uncertainty in this case is an effect produced by the 
limitations of the knowledge structures available to him, not an effect produced 
by careless reasoning. 

Several other limitations of Mark's conceptions can be noted. He uses the 
terllls friction, mass, and momentum, but it is DOt at all safe to assume that 
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these terms ce.rry the same precise meaning for him that they do for the physi
cist. Thus, we must not make the mistake of assuming s. one-to-one correspon
dence between the external use of a standard term and the int.ernal use of a 
standard concept. For example, be uses the word 'fridion' in lines 148 and 15a. 
The physicist here would use this term to refer to a force pushing back on the 
car. Mark, however, does not give evidence of baving this concept. Instead, he 
says in line lOc: "Just the weight bearing down on the surface is probably why I 
tbinl!: it wouldn't go as far_" This comment is similar to those of seversl other 
freshmen we hove inteme",.-ed who nppear to conceive of friction as purely 8. 
downward force which is seen to retard motion solely by reason of being in a dif
ferent direction from the motion. So one should give Mark credit for recognizing 
that increasing the ma.ss will cause more of a ret.arding influence, but one cannot 
assume that his conception of friction is identical to the physicist's conception, 
even though Mark uses the same term that the physicist uses. 

Similarly, it is not dear that Me..rk differentiates between tbe meanings of his 
terms weight and mass. This limitation becomes clearer later on when he is 
asked to predict what would happen if the same eltperiment were tried in outer 
apace. He predicts: that adding mass will have no effect on the mf.lXimUID 
speed, contrary to the physicist's point of view. Also be uses the term mo
mentum at the end of the protocol, but it is int.eresting to examine tbe way in 
which he separates his comment that the added mass will reduce the maximum 
speed attained during the fIrst part of the motiol1 from bis comment that the 
added ma.ss "belps it keep going" in the latter part of the motion_ The physicist 
conceives of the inertia of a quantity of mass as the resistance of that. :mass to 
any change in velocity, whether it be acceleration from rest or deceleration from 
a state of motion. However, the protocol does not indicate that Mark has an in
tegrated conception which assimilates these two situations. Rather, it indicates 
that be has separate ronceptions for thinking s bout each of tbem. 

Finally, Mark generales two analogous situations to explain the way in which 
added mass "'belps it keep going!' He refers to the way "8 car goes down a hill" 
and to the way 8 sterl"goes better" with two people rather than one. This type of 
sponta.neQus analogy construction on the part of the student in order to make 
sense of reJationships between more abstract concepts like momentum and force 
is certainlY to be encouraged. But it is clear from the transcript that the 
analogies are not evaluated 'With the level orpreciston required in ph:ysics, and 
this is an ability that Mark needs to develop furtber. See Clement (1977b, 1978) 
for further discussion of spontaneous analogies. 

Givell these limitations in Mark's performance, we were still impressed with 

the rompluity of his knowledge st,roctures in this area and with the potential 

power of his semiquantitative reasoning proces.ses. First, he does Dot simply 

make a prediction from his global impression of the cart's behavior. He engages 

in an analysis of the situB tion by successfully isola ting severa! vsri abIes that will 

affect the cart's motion and by considering compensation relationships between 

these variables. 


Second, we can contrast Mark's analysis of independent fsctors affecting the 

cart with the type of symbol manipulation response we would expect from other 

students who bave had e. course in mechanics but who hove "gotten through" 

largely by memorizing formulas. Typicallv, these students have not developed 

causal conceptions ot 8 deeper level of understanding that pN)vide 8 foundlltiO[l 
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for understanding the quantitative reiationships in the formulas. Such students 
have difficulty answering a question about a formula. that goes deeper than the 
superficial level, such 8S: "Can you give an intuitive justification for the for
mula, F "'" rna '?" An example of an answer that would indicate some intuitive 
understanding of the principle is the following: "I can think of pushing a certain 
mass to accelerate it. If I want 8 larger acceleration I'll need a larger push. if I 
want the same acceleration 9.";th 8 larger mass, I'll elso need a larger push. 
Tberefore the formula makes sense." Or consider the follOwing excerpts from 8 
response given by Ron. 8. mOre advanced phYSics student: 

I: 	 "I'm wondering if you can explain a rationale for the formula 
F :;::: roa, that makes sense to you _ . " .. 

s: "Alright ... let's choose two object.ct. if we exert the same 2 
force to both these objects, which differ in mass, the result is 
gonns b.~ the lighter object will be displaced at a greater 
rate ... 

s: 	 '~And by increasing 'ro.' 'a' will have to decrease. 3 
These 	are semiquantitative 9.rgurnents that indicate that the formula is 
grounded intuitively at this leveJ for the student and is a principle that he 
believes in \1lith some conviction. Mark's arguments Brc of this 8ame form, He is 
engaging the problem at 8 deeper conceptual level than a student who can 
merely juggle formulas algebraically. 

Third, Mark's conceptual system is very different from 8. memorized set of 
isola.ted facts. We can describe this system, represented in Figure 4, 85 a net
work of causal expectations. Each A I - ! B relation in thIS network represents n 
dynamic, action _result expectation. These form an interconnected network or 
action-oriented conceptions rather than a collection of isolated fact3. 

l1! I 
,1=::::10 'I"/F;;~I"y I" 
m I 	 Vo I doI 

Figure 5. 	Syl'tUm of ConceptloDl't for Understanding the Movement of a Pa.rtide 
Under a Coofilanl Force 

Fourth, although semiquantitative knowledge structures lead to predictions 
that are less precise than those from structures involving quantitative hmction!>, 
they can still allow for s. significant degree of predictive power. For example. the 
diagram in Figure 5 models if!. system of semiquantitative conceptions that can 
underlie a phYsicist's understanding of the movement of n particle under 8. 

CO~lstant force. Such 8 conceptual system can provide a causal understanding of 
t hIS type of motion in terms of finite int.ervals at 8 pre.ca lculus level. As such, it 
can underlie and support the more refined rnlationships represented in the formula: 

L ~ + vo6t + dll >::: d m 2 

http:object.ct
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It is intriguing to note that such B. conceptual system seems well-adapted Cor the 
task of selectively assimilating those problem situations where the use of the 
associated formula is appropriate and thus providing the subject with a se
mantic basis for deciding when to use the fonnula. Simply memoriz.ing the for
mula provides DO such knowledge. 

We can list some characteristics of the inferences that appear to be possible 

using semiquantit.ative structures; 

1. 	 the predictiol1S m.de are b1msformatione.1 rather than .tatic in the tense 
that one predicts that a cho.ng~ in A will produce 6 ehallle in B; 

2. 	6uch A+B Ilntic:ipati0l18 ca.n be linked to inference chain! of potentially un · 
limited lenp,h; 

3. such A...B anlic:ipetion. can renect empirically observed relationships 85 well 
8.8 causal theories (these two kinds of relationships may require different 
cognitive explanation8 at a deeper level)j 

4. 	 there: i8 an ilXl.,2lieit logic for how such anticipations can be combined; for 
example A I I B implies A I ~ 1B and (A I ... I B, 81 ... I C) implies 
AI ... I C_ Significantly, the etudeDla '9!o'e bllve inten;ewed all seem to be at 
home with ther.e Impliations-tbese appear to be natura' in/ertnce palttm.9 
that ma.ke &tr:l.5t: to them intuitively; 

6. 	 several independent variables can be linked to III fiiingle dependent vanable, 
and this can be repT1!S6nted by tree-like 8tructures 8uch as A\ ;; I C;

81 

6. 	 these tree-like ItructUT1!S can provide a basi.s for repl'tlsenting the control of 
variables in an esperiment and for compensalion relationsbips between in

dependent variables; 
1. 	more com pie I: ceu&al conceptions caD be represented by the analyst Il6 lat.

tices or feedback net....orks ur.ing the 58lJ'1e elemente. Thus the potential 
power of cauw tlelworu of thl6 type apPul1lo be far from triviel. 

We can now summarize ow discussion of the severel weaknesses and 
strengths in M8Ik's conceptions concerning the cart experiment. His concepts of 
mess, friction, and momentum do not seem to be as refmed as those of the 
physicist. His use of analogies is not as precise. He almost never refers to quanti
tative functions. On the other band, he is able to isolate several of the most im
portant relevant variables, including the effect of increasing weight on the mO
mentum of the cart. He also identifies compensating variables. His conceptions 
appear to form 8 network or causal chains which give him 8 first -o rder under
6landing or the 6ystem, and this integT8ted conceptual structure is quite dif
ferent from a set oC memoriud formulas. Finally, certain types of natural and 
potentially powerful reasoning processes seem to be associated v,-ith knowledge 

structures of this type. 

IMPLICATIONS FOR INSTRUCTION 
Mark's conceptions ere not equivalent to those that 8. physicist would u se , but 

our analysis has sho~"'O that he is definitely not a "blank slate." This raises the 
possibility that certain of Mark's conceptions can serve as starting points for 
teaming-that Mark can build on what he already knov..s by modifying hi! 
existing knowledge structwes rether then starting from sCJetch. The way iD 
which students' preconceptions are taken into account in a particular course 

.-----..;..-- ---~! ~-..-,.. -	 ........ .. _--
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will depend on the educational goo Is of the coune. In the case of courses where 
the student's primary goal is to gain an understanding of Newtonian physics, 
the student needs to become aware of the similarities and differences between 
his intuitive preconceptions and the Newtonian point of view. By analyzing 
Mark's conceptions we have already identi.fied three Bpecific points where he 
should be able to build on bis current ideas: discriminating between mass and 
weight; elaborating his concept of surface friction by establi8hing 8 causal rela. 
tionship between normal forces and relarding forces; and integrating two con
cepts of inertia 88 resistance to Bccelereti'on and deceleration. It is unlikely tbat 
these changes in his beliefs at a causal level wi)! happen automatically simply 8S 

8 result of memori~ing formulas, It is clear tbat he will need to construct new 
conceptions at a aemiquantitative level in addition to learning new quantitative 
relationships. These are the conceptions that will provide 8 semantic underpin
ning for the equatioDs he learns. Building on his existing conceptions 8S outlined 
sbove would appear to be a more fruitful approsch to this task than attempting 
to build a new conceptual system from the gTound up. Thus. we auspect that 
networks of semiquantitative conceptions of this type represent an important 
level of knowledge in students thet must be taken into account io stand8Id 
physics cou.n;es if superficial formula memori'l.ation approaches are to be 
avoided. 

However, the ability to identify students' conceptions should also have 
particular value in courses which take the development of methods of scientific 
inquiry as their primary goal. Such courses may encourage students to: 
1. articulate their preconceptions as hypotbeses; 2 design experiments (or 
thought experiments) to test them; 3. modify end reftne their conceptions; and 
4. select the most successful theories (rom those shared in class discussions. 
Students who are successful in completing such cycles go through 8n importa.nt 
learning erperience regardless of whether their working hypotheses are correct 
from the physicist's point of view. ConceptuaJ.mapping techniques shouJd make 
it possible to 1. identify appropriate t.opics for such courses which tap rich sets of 
preconceptions in students and 2. document cbanges in students' knowledge 
structures in auch courses. 

Clearly it is not possible for an instructor to analyze each student's preconcep
tions 8t this level of detail and respond accordingly to each student individually. 
But while it would be hard to find another student whose conceptual system 
!"8tc~es Mark's exactly, individual elements of his system do appear to be 
Identacal to the conceptions of IDany of the 15 other freshmen students we 
have studied using the cart problem. Thus there appears to be a emal1 set of 
Common preconceptions concerning momentum, friction, force, velocity, etc., 
a~d there is a need to compile a catalogue of these common preconceptions as an 
Illd to teachers. 

The fact that Mark does not give a decisive and correct answer to the question 
posed about whether the cBrt ....,11 travel further means that his performance OD 

this question would traditionally be interpreted 8S poor. Yet, as we have seen, 
M(lr~ does some impressive thinking about the problem in terms of his own con
c('ptlons. A wrong an swer in this case does not imply that no useful thinking has 
~k('n place. This indicates that a special kind of patience and sensitivity is go
~~J: to be required from teachers who wish to help students deve10p principles 

ot are Bnchored in physical int.uition. 
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DIRECTIONS FOR FUI'URE RESEARCH 
Models of student knowledge in the form of semiqunntit..ative structures like 

those: discussed here capture important aspects of intuitive conceptions of force 
and motion. AI, with all models, however. we can hope to eventually eJpand and 
refine them (1,8 we become more sensitive to the fine structure of the phenomenn 
being observed. I will comment on several limitations of the analysis given here 
as an indication of directions for future research: first, the question of how the 
conceptions are accessed or activated; second, the need to give e. more detailed 
description of what the "units of representation" or "units of mea.ning" 8re in 
Mark's knowledge structures; and third, the need to somehow account for 
Mark'" band movements which seem to porallel bis explanations in such an im p 

portAnt way. 
The Question of bow Mark activate& or accesses his conceptions is a difficult 


one to answer on the basis of the short transcript an8lyz.ed here. Since it seem8 

that 6ubjects are often not conscious of the access proces.s, ","'e will need case 

8tudies involving the same subject working on several nloled problema to make 

inferences about which aspects of a situation are involved in triggering a 

particular conception. 

With regard to the second question, the static collections of symbols used in 

these diagrammed cognitive models are necessary for purposes of notalion, but, 

like equations in physics, they can be used to represent elements that are either 

static or dynamic. AJthougb the semiquantitative diagrams that we have used 

as. first-order model of tbe student's conceptions are discrete relationalstruc

tUTea, t.biB does not commit us to a position on the issue of whetber the internal 

cognitive structures they represent are best thought of as static tlymbols in the 

form of propositions or dynamic (time-varying) patterns of functioning in the 

form of 8ction..onented schemes. Cognitive models involving continuous, dy

namic structwes have been proposed recently by Witz and Easley (1971, and 

fortbcoming), and Shepard (1978), 


Consider the case where Mark says: 

12(b) "Sut then again you bave the added mass-um, that's already moving. 


Once you started moving it, it's gonna help it move it, even (holds hands 

10" apart and move8 them simultaneously several inches back and forth 

above the cart) it's gonnB help it keep going a little bit (moves cart back 

and forth sl;ghtly)," 


tn the fU"St order theory or Mark's knowledge structure already given, we 

rerresented the conception behind this statement with 8 structure in the form 

A -IS where A is 8 conception of "mass" and B is a conception of "tendency to 

keep goi.ng." However, when conceptions like these are eventually modeled at II. 

deeper and more detailed level, it may be in terms of either dynamic actiOD 

schemes and kinesthetic imagery witb characteristic time constants governing 

lhei.r coordination. or it may be in lermS of static relotional structures with 
 .,'
",lots" to be instantiated and inference rules for repl8cing one symbol with " 

ianother. 
These choices renect a current area of controversy over the nature of int.ernsl ,. :r 

"presentation and the nature of the units of meaning in cognitive psychology. :"'1 
The resolution of this issue will come only aIler much more empirica.l aDd . J: , 
theoretical work bas been done, but tbe transcript analyzed bere does suggest .~.. ,~!(.' -.. ". , 

.. .. ;:I,\'r 

Mapping Student Causal Conceptiorl.1 

that while nondynamic models may account for some features of the behavior, 
dynamic , action scheme mod els will be needed to account for ot.her features. 
That is, we must consid er the possibility that going through on action vi· 
cariously over a period of time and vicariously eJperiencing its effect, are 
activities intrinsic to thi s kind of causal knowledge. 

Several factors lend us lo consider this possibili ty, The sem iqunntiLBtive rela · 
tions used to model Mark's conceptions are of the form AI-IB, where this means 
that a c1umge in A leads to a change in B. It is very natural to propose that this 
AI -I B notation represents an aelion-based scheme for doing action A and an· 
ticipating the direction of change in B. The vicarious operation of sucb a scheme 
without external actions could involve internalized actions and kinesthetic and 
visual ima~ery. The facl that Mark 's statements are accompanied by hnnd mo
Lions and hefting.like manipula tions of the equipment also suggests that action· 
based structures involving kinesthetic feedback ate central to Mark's lhinking 
in this interview. This is especiaJly true whenever he talks obout the way the ad· 
ded weight will affect the cart's motion by being "a large mass that you have to 
pull" at the start, and by "helping it keep going" once it gets started. During al· 
most all of the time he gives his explanations he is looking directly at the cart. 
The hand movements take place over periods of second!! and·are often repeated 
several times. He also tends to redescnbe and rephrase several of his explana· 
tions as he stares at the cart . 

All of these observations suggest the presence of intuitive nonverbal CODcep· 
tions which become active in Mark over periods of two to 10 seconds and which 
lire responsible (or bis awareness over these time periods of the visual and 
kinesthetic effects of some imagined action involving the cart. This suggests 
that the knowledge structures responsible for Mark'e physical intuitions, like 
overt actions, must functi on continuously over CJ period of time and involve the 
mOlor-kinesthetic and visual systems at some level in order to be meaningful. If 
these preliminary indications are confirmed, it will be necessary for theorists to 
be as creative and open-minded as possible in order to develop more detailed 
models of physical intuition that account for these aspects of the behavior. 

SUMMARY 

We have tried to show that it is possible to study systematically students' con· 
ceptions in physics, speciIi cn lly in the area of mechanics, by using protocol 
analysis techniques. This can be done even when the basic concepts that. the 
6tudent uses are physical intuitions that are not equivalent to standard concepts 
used by the physicist. Such an analysis provides a much richer source or in p 
formation about students' knowledge structures than do written tests. 

Wit.h regard to methodology I believe that we are at 8 stage in the science of 
~ludYJng complex cognitive processes where the primary need is to develop via
ble qunli18ti ....e models of cognitive structures. The analysis of many more pro
tocols at various levels of detail should provide 8 needed background of rich 
p,hcnomena 8S a fertile ground for the development of such models . The inclu. 
Ml on of .verbatim sections of transcript in such studies provides an import:Bnt 
constramt on the model construction process, since the requirement that a 
proposed model be consistent with 8S many aspects of the transcript as possible 
Ip, 8 d emanding one in the case of extended protocols . 
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In the analysis given here, the student's conceptions were modeled as a net· 
work of c6usal expectations. It waS suggested that causal conceptions of this 
type represent 8n important level of knowledge in students that can provide an 
intuitive foundation for understanding many quantitative Jews and that 
students' preconceptions ere natuTel starting points for building 6uch 8 founda

tion . 
The fact thal this type of conceptual mapping is possible opens up the 

potential for describing differences in toe knowledge structures of an individual 
at t .....o different points in time. This in lurn holds potential for the development 
of more sophisticated evaluation tools; snd the development of new instruc
tional strategies which take typical preconceptions into account and which 
foster a deeper level of understanding in students. 
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